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Large molecules have complex potential-energy surfaces with many local minima. They exhibit multiple
stereo-isomers, even at very low temperatures. In this paper we discuss the different approaches for
the manipulation of the motion of large and complex molecules, like amino acids or peptides, and the
prospects of state- and conformer-selected, focused, and slow beams of such molecules for studying
their molecular properties and for fundamental physics studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last years there have been tremendous ad-
vances in the preparation of cold and ultracold samples
of small molecules, either by association of molecules
from ultracold atoms, or by direct cooling methods. Us-
ing the association technique, ultracold heteronuclear
ground-state dimers were recently produced.1,2 Direct
cooling methods allow the preparation of trapped sam-
ples of more complex molecules (i. e., ammonia)3 and
they promise possibilities for their extension to large
molecules like the “building blocks of life”.4 Recently, we
have demonstrated the alternating gradient (AG) decel-
eration of the prototypical large molecule benzonitrile.5
Once such molecules are decelerated to a quasi-standstill
in the laboratory frame, they can be trapped in ac traps,
which have been demonstrated for small molecules in
high-field-seeking states.6,7

For many applications in physics and chemistry en-
sembles of large molecules all in one or in a few quantum
states would be highly beneficial. For many years, small
molecules have been state-selected and focused using
static multipole fields.8,9 For about ten years it is also
feasible to change the velocity of small molecules in low-
field-seeking states using the Stark decelerator.10 The
produced samples of slow molecules can be trapped in
static or dynamic fields, can be injected into storage rings,
or can be used for various molecular physics applica-
tions.11

Larger molecules, however, have practically only high-
field-seeking (hfs) states at the relevant electric field
strengths. To illustrate this the Stark curves of some
low rotational states of benzonitrile (C7H5N) are shown
in figure 1. In order to focus molecules in these hfs
states one would need to create a maximum of electric
field in free space, which is not possible according to
Maxwell’s equations.89 However, large molecules have
been deflected using static fields13,14 and their motion was
manipulated in that way in matter-wave interferometry
experiments.15 Moreover, the rotational motion of large
molecules has been restricted using brute-force orienta-
tion in dc electric fields,16–18 using laser alignment,19–21

or using mixed dc and laser fields.14,22,23

In order to confine the motion of large molecules,
one has to use dynamic focusing in alternating-gradient
(AG) setups.24,25 We have demonstrated that alternating-

FIG. 1: (Colour online): Energy of selected low rotational states
of benzonitrile as a function of electric field strength. In the
upper inset the molecular structure of benzonitrile and its
relevant molecular parameters are given.12 In the lower inset,
all states with a field-free energy below 1.2 cm−1 are shown at
smaller field strengths.

gradient focusing can be used to focus and decelerate
large molecules. In a prototype experiment we have decel-
erated benzonitrile (C7H5N) molecules from a supersonic
jet.5 In similar experiments, we have demonstrated that
the frequency characteristics for the dynamic focusing
in an AG setup can be used to separate species with
distinct mass-to-dipole moment ratios.26 Equivalent to
the m/q-selection of charged particles in a mass spectrom-
eter, these experiments perform an m/µ-selection. We
have demonstrated the selection of the cis and trans con-
formers of 3-aminophenol (C6H7NO) and are currently
performing first selection experiments on the conformers
of biomolecules. Slow, albeit warm, beams of thermally
stable, large molecules can also directly emerge from an
oven.27

The spectroscopic investigation of complex molecules
isolated in the gas-phase has also seen big advances over
the last decade.28,29 These advances are largely due to
the ability to create intense molecular beams of large
molecules and to ingenious multi-resonance laser spec-
troscopy schemes that allow to disentangle the signatures
of different isomers30 present even in cold molecular
beams.31 However, for many novel studies it would be
very advantageous, or even necessary, to separate the
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individual isomers, to select quantum states, or to slow
down these molecules. There is a large interest in perform-
ing coherent x-ray diffractive imaging of biomolecules32

using novel free-electron-laser x-ray sources. It would
be very advantageous to perform initial experiments on
well-defined targets: ensembles of molecules all with the
same structure (conformation) and all strongly oriented in
space. Similar arguments can be made for high-harmonic
generation33 or tomographic orbital reconstruction34 ex-
periments using (large) molecules.

In this paper we will describe the different experimen-
tally proven methods for the manipulation of the motion
of large molecules. We will focus on the manipulation of
the translational motion, where we will present detailed
descriptions and experimental results obtained in our
laboratory. We place special emphasis on the ability to
separate conformers with these experiments and will
compare the approaches with one another.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES

Several complementary experimental approaches for
the manipulation of the translation and for the state
selection of large neutral molecules exist. Here we limit
the discussion to the use of inhomogeneous electric fields,
although similar experiments could be performed using
magnetic35–37 or laser fields.38,39 All these methods rely
on the strong cooling provided by supersonic expansions,
where rotational and translational temperatures in the
moving frame of the molecular beam on the order of 1 K
are routinely achieved.40

Whereas this article describes the manipulation of the
translational motion of molecules, methods to manipu-
late the rotational motion have also been demonstrated.
There are several electric field based methods that are
applicable for large molecules, which are generally asym-
metric rotors. The conceptionally simplest method to
confine the angular distribution of polar molecules is the
interaction of the molecular dipole with a strong homoge-
neous electric field, as proposed independently by Loesch
et al16 and by Friedrich and Herschbach.17 This approach
has been experimentally demonstrated many times and is
summarised elsewhere.41,42 This “brute force orientation”
of large molecules has been exploited, for example, to
determine transition moment angles in the molecular
frame.43,44 Applying strong, non-resonant laser fields to
the molecules also provokes angular confinement.20 The
crucial influence of the population of rotational states
has been experimentally investigated.21 Clearly, the state-
selection of the lowest rotational states, performed by
the experiments described below, allows for consider-
ably stronger degrees of alignment.14 Recently, strong
alignment and orientation by mixed dc electric and laser
fields45,46 has been demonstrated for the large asymmetric
top molecule iodobenzene.14 For a more-in-depth discus-
sion of alignment and orientation the reader is referred
to the existing excellent reviews20,47

FIG. 2: (Colour online): Experimental setup of the electric m/µ
deflector for quantum-state selection of large molecules. An
internally cold molecular beam is produced by expanding a
mixture of a few percent of the investigated molecule in several
bar of rare gas. The resulting supersonic jet is skimmed a few
centimetres downstream the nozzle for differential pumping
and again about 41 cm downstream the nozzle by a 1 mm
diameter skimmer for beam collimation. Then the molecular
beam enters the electric deflector, where the inhomogeneous
field shown enlarged in the inset provides a force on polar
molecules in the vertical direction. Behind the deflector another
1.5 mm skimmer provides further differential pumping for the
molecules entering the detection chamber, where the (vertical)
deflection profiles can be measured by scanning a pulsed dye
laser up and down in an resonance-enhanced multi-photon-
ionisation time-of-flight mass-spectrometry detection scheme.

A. Electric beam deflection

1. General description

The possibility to deflect polar molecules from a molec-
ular beam using inhomogeneous electric fields was first
described by Kallmann and Reiche in 1921.48,90 Already in
1926 Stern suggested that the technique could be used for
the quantum state separation of small diatomic molecules
at low temperatures.49 The electric deflection of a molec-
ular beam was experimentally demonstrated by Wrede –
a doctoral student of Otto Stern – in 1927 and the dipole
moment of KI was determined.50 In 1939 Rabi introduced
the molecular beam resonance method, by using two
deflection elements of oppositely directed gradients in
succession to study the quantum structure of atoms and
molecules.51 Already by 1956 a number of different ap-
proaches to beam deflection were discussed in Ramsey’s
textbook.8 Since then, electric beam deflection has been
used extensively, for example, to determine polarisabili-
ties and dipole moments of clusters and molecules.13,52

Commonly, the so-called two-wire-field geometry, de-
picted in figure 2, is used,8 but more advanced elec-
trode geometries have also been employed, for exam-
ple, in recent matter-wave interferometry experiments.15

Nevertheless, the classical two-wire field is widely em-
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FIG. 3: (Colour online): Deflection profiles a) for molecular
beams of benzonitrile at different rotational temperatures and
b) for a molecular beam of benzonitrile at 1 K and individual
profiles of the lowest energy rotational states. The intensities of
all individual states are according to their population at 1 K and
are scaled by a factor 10. All calculations are made for the setup
shown in figure 2 using a distance from deflector to detector of
22 cm.

ployed, due to its experimental simplicity and the quite
good results that can be obtained with it.

2. Deflection of large molecules

Using an experimental setup as shown in figure 2
we have, in collaboration with the group of Henrik
Stapelfeldt (University of Aarhus, Denmark), deflected
large molecules, i. e., iodobenzene (C6H5I), and per-
formed laser alignment and mixed-field orientation of
the produced state-selected samples.14 For these studies
it was crucial to already start with cold molecular beams
as they are produced in high-stagnation-pressure expan-
sions.53 In figure 3 a the calculated deflection profiles of
benzonitrile from molecular beams of varying tempera-
ture is shown. For the lowest temperature (1 K) almost
the complete beam can be deflected. With increasing tem-
perature, the overall deflection significantly decreases
and instead a considerable broadening of the beam is
obtained. Due to the large number of quantum states in-
volved we have not performed quantitative calculations
for temperatures above 4 K, but approximate calculations
suggest that already at 10 K no significant deflection is
obtained anymore. In figure 3 b the contribution of the
lowest individual rotational states, i. e., all states with
J = 0 or 1, to the deflection profiles is depicted. These
states belong to four different Hamiltonian matrix blocks
as shown in the figure legend (see appendix A for details)
and the lowest energy states, shown as solid lines in
figure 3 b, are all very polar and behave very similar
under the influence of the electric field. Especially the
states JKaKc = 000 and 111 behave extremely similar – they
are the ground states of para- and ortho-benzonitrile, re-
spectively – and differ practically only in intensity, which
is due to the difference in population.

In any case, using a focused laser or a narrow slit one
could perform experiments selectively with the molecular
ensemble at a given height. Choosing, for example, a
height of z = 2.7 mm at 1 K, where the density is 5 %

of the density at the peak of the free flight, only a few
quantum states are populated, which are all very polar
and have very similar effective dipole moments µeff (the
negative gradient of the Stark curve). Therefore, such an
ensemble can be strongly oriented using dc electric fields
or mixed dc and laser fields.

For cold beams of small molecules with large rotational
constants and, therefore, only a few rotational states
populated in the molecular beam, this method would
allow the preparation of samples of individual rotational
states.49 For low-field-seeking states this can also be
achieved using electric multipoles, which also provide
transverse focusing,9,54 or, even cleaner, using the Stark
decelerator.10,55 The deflector, nevertheless, also allows
to individually address high-field-seeking states, e. g.,
absolute ground states.

The large differences between the calculated deflection
profiles for benzonitrile at different temperatures also
demonstrate that deflection profiles can be used as a
sensitive measure of the internal temperatures of molec-
ular beams,56 especially for low rotational temperatures,
where the strongly polar quantum states are populated
the most and where meaningful quantum-mechanical
calculations can still be performed.

3. Conformer selection

For more complex molecules typically multiple con-
formers are present in a molecular beam.31 These con-
formers all have the same mass, but typically exhibit
largely different dipole moments. Therefore, one can use
the distinct forces exerted on the molecules by inhomo-
geneous electric fields to spatially separate the molecules
based on their m/µ ratios. We have already demonstrated
this for 3-aminophenol using dynamic focusing, see sec-
tion II B and reference 26. Here, we want to discuss
the possibilities to use an electric deflector for the same
purpose.

In figure 4 the simulated deflection profiles of the cis
and trans conformers of 3-aminophenol are shown for
the experimental setup described above and the known
molecular parameters.57 For clarity we have assumed
equal population of the two species in these simulations;
the actual populations can be estimated to be 1:4 for cis-
:trans-3-aminophenol from their intensities in electronic
spectra. From the simulations at 1 K it is clear that a
large fraction of the cis-3-aminophenol conformers can
be deflected out of the original beam and even out of
the distribution of the trans conformer. Moreover, even
at 4 K one can foresee to perform experiments with a
pure sample of cis-3-aminophenol. On the other hand, no
clean sample of the less polar trans-3-aminophenol con-
former can be produced this way. This is even more so,
since typically the internal temperatures of the supersonic
beams are not thermal58 and a high-temperature fraction,
corresponding to mostly unpolar quantum states, exists.
Therefore, in general only one, the most polar conformer,
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FIG. 4: (Colour online): Simulated deflection profiles of a beam
of cis-3-aminophenol (c3AP) and trans-3-aminophenol (t3AP)
using the setup described above (with a deflector-to-detector
distance of 40 cm) at a voltage of 12 kV applied to the rod and
rotational temperatures of 1 and 4 K. In these simulations the
populations of cis- and trans-3-aminophenol in the original
beam are assumed to be equal.

can be separated from the others. These results should
be compared to the demonstrated selection of the con-
formers of 3-aminophenol using the AG focusing selector
described in section II B, where each conformer can be
addressed individually.

B. Dynamic focusing selectors

1. General description

Whereas deflection experiments allow the spatial dis-
persion of quantum states, they do not provide any
focusing. For small molecules in low-field-seeking states
this issue could be resolved using multipole focusers
with static electric fields, which were developed inde-
pendently in Bonn59,60 and in New York61,62 in 1954/55.
About ten years later, molecular samples in a single rota-
tional state were used for state specific inelastic scattering
experiments by the Bonn group63 and, shortly thereafter,
for reactive scattering.64,65

However, for large molecules all quantum states are
practically hfs at the relevant electric field strengths.
Therefore, focusing with static electric fields is not pos-
sible. Instead, one has to retreat to dynamic focusing
schemes, which are also used in the operation of the
LINAC, quadrupole ion guides, or Paul traps for charged
particles. Dynamic focusing of neutral polar molecules
was described by Auerbach et al in 1966.24 Successively, it
was experimentally demonstrated66–69 and successfully
applied in maser experiments.70,71

In these early experiments the switching frequency
was defined by the beam velocity and the electrode
geometry, requiring a setup with alternatingly oriented
electric field lenses. Nowadays, however, it is possible
to electronically switch the necessary electric fields and
one can use, for example, a four-wire setup, shown in
figure 5, with varying voltages applied to create the

FIG. 5: (Colour online): a) Experimental setup of the dynamic-
focusing electric m/µ selector for quantum-state selection of
large molecules. An internally cold molecular beam is produced
by expanding a mixture of a few percent of the investigated
molecule in several bar of rare gas. The resulting supersonic jet
is skimmed a few centimetres downstream from the nozzle for
differential pumping and again about 18 cm downstream from
the nozzle by a xs1 mm diameter skimmer for beam collimation.
Then the molecular beam enters the electric selector, where the
switched inhomogeneous fields given in the inset (b) provide a
focusing force on polar molecules towards the molecular beam
axis. The transmission through the selector is monitored in
a resonance-enhanced multi-photon-ionisation time-of-flight
mass-spectrometry detection scheme. c) Definition of the phase
of the switching cycle, where configuration 1 corresponds to
focusing in x-direction and 2 to focusing in y-direction for
molecules in high-field-seeking states.

necessary alternating gradient focusing at any frequency
and always applying the maximum field strength and
gradient, i. e., always applying maximal forces.

2. Focusing of molecules in low- and high-field-seeking states

In order to characterise the operation of the AG fo-
cuser we have performed initial experiments using am-
monia (NH3) in its JK = 11 rotational state. NH3 in
this state, the rotational ground state of para ammonia,
exhibits a quadratic Stark effect at low and moderate
electric field strengths that converges to a linear Stark
shift once the Stark energy is comparable to the inversion
splitting, as shown in figure 6. Ammonia molecules
in the lfs MK = −1 component can be focused using a
static quadrupole field. This was already exploited by
Gordon and Townes in the original demonstration of
the MASER62 and was performed by us for initial op-
timisation of expansion conditions and laser detection.
However, ammonia molecules in both polar quantum
states (MK = −1 and +1) can be confined to the beam axis
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FIG. 6: (Colour online): The energy of ammonia (NH3) in its
JK = 11 rotational state as a function of electric field strength
(neglecting hyperfine structure).

using AG focusing. This is demonstrated by the measure-
ments in figure 7. Here, the transmissions of NH3 in its
JK = 11,MK = −1 and JK = 11,MK = 1 states are plotted
as a function of the frequency used to switch between the
two electric field configurations. The individual states
are selectively detected by choosing appropriate 2+1-
REMPI transitions. The transmission for the molecules
in hfs quantum states (figure 7 b) shows a frequency de-
pendence as expected: At low switching frequencies the
molecules are strongly defocused in one direction and lost
from the focuser. At high frequency the time averaged
potential is approximately flat and no focusing occurs,
therefore, the transmission is also low. In between, at the
appropriate switching frequency, AG focusing works and
the transmission is high. The experimentally measured
transmission is strongly modulated in that frequency
range. This modulation is due to the overlap between
the strongly focused detection laser (wL ≈ 40µm) and
the changing shape of the molecular packet. This shape
strongly depends on the phase in the switching cycle as
depicted in figure 8. Due to the short focusing device –
corresponding to a short residence time of the molecules
in the device – the start phase, the end phase, and the
switching frequency cannot independently be optimised.
We chose to optimise the start phase for optimum trans-
mission and then the end phase is determined from the
applied switching frequency. In order to reduce these
experimental artifacts, we measured the transmission
curves for different applied high-voltages U. For compar-
ison the frequencies f of these different measurements
are converted to a reduced frequency f̃ = f/(U/104 V)
taking into account the effective focusing strength. The
resulting transmission characteristics are displayed in
figure 7 d. The envelope of these measurements clearly
represents the expected overall transmission curve, free
of strong effects due to changes in the detection efficiency.

The measurements on ammonia in its lfs JK = 11,
MK = −1 states, shown in figure 7 a and c, demonstrate
the versatility of the device. Clear evidence of dynamic
focusing is obtained, with similar characteristics as for the

FIG. 7: (Colour online): Measured transmission through the
m/µ selector for ammonia in its lfs (MK = −1, left graphs) and
hfs (MK = 1, right graphs) states of the JK = 11 rotational state.
In the upper plots the experimental transmission as a function
of the switching frequency between the two electric field con-
figurations, shown in figure 5 b, is plotted for different applied
voltages. The observed strong modulation in all measurements
is due to changes in the end-phase of the switching cycle and,
therefore, the overlap between the focused detection laser and
the molecular packet. The differences in the peak intensities
is due to the changed frequency dependence according to the
focusing strength at the different voltages. In the lower graphs
the same data is plotted as a function of a reduced frequency
f̃ = f/(U/104 V) with the applied switching frequency f and
voltage U. The envelope of these data nicely represents the
simulated overall transmission through the selector (solid black
lines), independent of the detection (overlap) function.

FIG. 8: Transverse phase-space distribution of the molecular
packet in the detection region as a function of the end-phase
Φ of the switching cycle depicted in figure 5 c. The horizontal
grey lines depict the area probed by the focused detection laser.

hfs states. Two differences in the frequency dependence
of the transmission are obvious: at high frequencies
the transmission does practically not decrease, and the
low-frequency-onset of the transmission curve is shifted
towards higher frequencies. The latter demonstrate the
quantum state dependence of the process and that, at
least in principle, one could use the device to separate
the two quantum states. Moreover, since focusing and
defocusing forces are interchanged between the lfs and
hfs states, the phase effects shown in figure 8 are shifted
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by π, which can also be used to discriminate between the
two states in laser experiments or by narrow slits in the
beam path.

The large transmission at high frequencies is due to
the fact that the time-averaged potential (the average of
the two potentials in figure 5) is not really flat, but has
a minimum of electric field on the molecular beam axis.
Therefore, under these conditions molecules in lfs states
are focused, whereas molecules in hfs states are defocused.
This minimum has a depth of 7.5 kV/cm, corresponding
to a 2-dimensional trap depth for ammonia in its lfs state
of 0.11 K91.

3. Conformer selection

For given applied voltages the transmission through
the selector is a function of the effective dipole moment
µeff of the molecule’s quantum state and of the switching
frequency f 24,25: the larger the dipole moment, the higher
the optimal switching frequency. Consequently, for a
given switching frequency f , the transmission depends
on the molecules µeff. This can, in principle, be exploited
for the separation of individual quantum states. As
the dipole moments of different conformers of large
molecules often vary quite dramatically, one can use the
selective focusing to separate the individual conformers
from each other. This has been demonstrated for the cis-
and trans-conformers of 3-aminophenol.26

In comparison to the separation by deflection proposed
in section II A 3, the AG focusing selector can provide en-
hanced transmission for any polar conformer. However,
the focused molecules are confined to the molecular beam
axis, where there is a background of molecules in unpolar
quantum states and of atomic seed gas. In principle, the
background could be removed by a beam stop on the
molecular beam axis.9 However, such a beam stop would
take away a very large fraction of the beam intensity.
Moreover, the central part of the beam is typically also
the internally coldest, and, therefore, the most polar one.
A similar effect can be obtained by tilting the focuser
against the incoming molecular beam axis. We have done
this in the selection experiments on 3-aminophenol and
it did provide a somewhat improved contrast, although
even then a considerable amount of background was
observed.26

4. Resolution

In the conformer selection experiment described above,
the focusing selector has been operated under conditions
of maximum throughput, the equivalent of a quadrupole
ion guide. Just like the m/q-resolution of quadrupole mass
spectrometers can be improved at the cost of transmission
by applying a dc offset, the m/µ-resolution of the focus-
ing selector can be improved at the cost of transmission
by changing the duty cycle of the applied high-voltage

FIG. 9: (Colour online): Calculated transmission through the
selector for cis- (full lines) and trans-3-aminophenol (dashed
lines) in their rotational ground state for different duty cycles.
The duty cycle for each individual simulation is given in the
figure.

switching sequence. This effect is demonstrated by the
simulations in figure 9, where the transmission as a
function of frequency is shown for the ground states of
3-aminophenol for duty cycles τx/(τx + τy) = 0.5, 0.46,
0.44, and 0.42, respectively. Here τx and τy are the frac-
tions of a switching period for which x- and y-focusing
are applied (with τx + τy = 1). From the calculations it is
clear that the changed duty cycle improves the resolution,
whereas the intensity decreases simultaneously. In prin-
ciple, the effect is completely equivalent to the dc offset
in a quadrupole guide for charged particles. However,
it has to be taken into account that the charged parti-
cles experience a harmonic potential inside the guide,
whereas the large neutral molecules, discussed here, ex-
perience a strongly non-harmonic force. This is due to
the often highly non-linear Stark effect (see figure 1) and
the higher-order terms in the created electric fields.25,72

Nevertheless, the effect can be used to separate species
with smaller dipole moment differences or, for the same
samples, to achieve stronger discrimination between dif-
ferent species. We are currently experimentally verifying
these simulations.

It has also to be taken into account, that the molecules
experience only a few electric field switching periods
inside the current device. Together with the initial spatial
spread of the molecular packet, this results in the switch-
ing frequency not being well-defined for the molecular
ensemble.

In order to be able to routinely operate under conditions
with higher resolution we plan to set up a focuser with
an improved overall transmission, by scaling up the
transverse phase-space acceptance, and a larger residence
time, by making the device longer. This should enable
us to separate individual conformers of many complex
molecules.
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FIG. 10: Experimental setup of the alternating-gradient de-
celerator. An internally cold molecular beam is produced
by expanding a mixture of a few percent of the investigated
molecule in approximately 1 bar of rare gas. In experiments
with OH, an expansion of HNO3 is irradiated by a pulsed laser
inside the expansion region in order to photodissociate HNO3
to form OH which is successively cooled in the remaining
expansion. The resulting supersonic jet is skimmed a few cen-
timetres downstream from the nozzle for differential pumping
and enters the 54 cm long decelerator. The time-resolved trans-
mission of individual quantum states through the decelerator
is monitored in a laser-induced-fluorescence detection scheme
using a narrow-linewidth continuous-wave dye laser.5,73

C. Alternating gradient decelerator

The alternating gradient decelerator, depicted in fig-
ure 10, combines the dynamic focusing of the selec-
tor with deceleration equivalent to the Stark deceler-
ator11 and it has been described in detail elsewhere.24,25

Generally, alternating-gradient deceleration is applicable
to molecules in any polar quantum state, i. e., it allows
the deceleration of molecules in lfs states and in hfs
states. This has been demonstrated for the deceleration
of OH radicals in their lfs and hfs components of the
2Π3/2, v = 0, J = 3/2 Λ-doublet.73 Experiments on the
alternating-gradient deceleration of diatomic molecules
in hfs states have also been performed for the diatomic
molecules CO*74 and YbF.75

It has also been laid out that, in order to decelerate
molecules in lfs states using the AG decelerator, the fields
have to be switched on twice per electrode pair – once in
between successive pairs in order to provide longitudinal
bunching and deceleration, and once inside the electrode
pair, in order to provide transverse focusing. In figure 11
a deceleration sequence of OH radicals in their lfs state
from 305 to 200 m/s using 27 AG lenses is given. This
is the lowest-velocity molecular packet obtained from
an AG decelerator so far and it clearly demonstrates the
versatility of the AG decelerator. It has to be taken into
account, however, that the phase-space acceptance is at
least one order of magnitude smaller than for deceleration
of OH radicals in their lfs state using the normal Stark
decelerator.73

FIG. 11: AG focusing and deceleration of OH in its lfs state from
305 m/s to varying velocities as specified next to the individual
measurements. For a deceleration strength of d = 5.5 molecular
packets with a centre velocity of 200 m/s are obtained.

For molecules in hfs states the fields are switched on
when the molecules are inside the electrode pair (AG lens),
where the molecules are focused in transverse direction.
When the molecules exit the lens, they are decelerated
before the field is switched off again sometime before
the molecules reach the minimum of the electric field
which is at the centre between two successive lenses. In
principle, the focusing works the same way as described
for the selector. However, in the decelerator the switching
frequency is determined by the distance of successive
electrode pairs and the velocity of the molecules and
can, therefore, not be varied independently. Moreover,
in order to obtain maximal fields on the molecular beam
axis for the deceleration process, the fields are created
by only two cylindrical electrodes and their geometric
orientation defines the focusing and defocusing direction.
However, one can change the overall focusing strength
for the given geometry/directions by the duration the
fields are switched on, or equivalently, by the distance f
the molecules travel inside the electrodes. In principle
the focusing strength can also be changed by changing
the applied voltage. However, this would reduce the
maximum field strength and, therefore, the deceleration
strength, and it can also not as quickly be adjusted during
the experiment.

1. Alternating gradient deceleration of large molecules

The experimental setup of the alternating gradient
decelerator is shown in figure 10. Using this setup we
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FIG. 12: (Colour online): Alternating-gradient focusing and
deceleration of benzonitrile from a molecular beam of 320 m/s.5
In the left column no overall deceleration is performed and the
effects of a changing focusing strength are demonstrated. In the
right column packets of benzonitrile molecules are decelerated
from 320 m/s to successively lower final velocities as indicated
in the figure.

have AG focused and decelerated benzonitrile in its
absolute ground state, and the obtained difference-time-
of-flight profiles (see reference 5 for details) are shown
in figure 12. Figure 12 a illustrates the focusing behavior
of the 000 ground state of benzonitrile for a constant
velocity of the synchronous molecule of 320 m/s. The
high voltages are switched on symmetrically around the
centers of the AG lenses. Therefore, the molecular packet
is focused in both transverse directions as well as in the
longitudinal direction (bunching), but no change of the
synchronous velocity occurs. In the experiments three
packets of focused molecules are observed. The central
peaks of the TOF distributions occur 2.07 ms after the
molecules exit the nozzle. These packets contain the
synchronous molecule. Hereafter, they are referred to
as the “synchronous packets”, and they are shaded in
the simulated TOF distributions. The peaks at earlier
and later arrival times correspond to molecular packets
leading and trailing the synchronous packet by one AG
lens (or 20 mm), respectively. These packets are also
focused in all three dimensions. However, due to the
lens pattern in our setup, they experience only 2/3 of the
lenses at high voltage. This results in a reduced overall
focusing for these packets.

For the focusing of the 000 state it is seen that the syn-
chronous packet is most intense for a focusing length of

f = 5 mm. Under these conditions approximately 105

molecules per quantum state per pulse are confined in
the phase-stable central peak, corresponding to a den-
sity of 108 cm−3. For smaller focusing lengths a shal-
lower time-averaged confinement potential is created,
and less molecules are guided through the decelerator.
For larger focusing lengths the molecular packet is over-
focused, also resulting in a decreased transmission. For
f = 7 mm the over-focusing is so severe that the syn-
chronous packet completely disappears. As expected,
the non-synchronous packets benefit from the increased
focusing lengths.

Figure 12 b presents the results for the deceleration of
benzonitrile in its 000 state. The bottommost (red) trace
shows focusing experiments for a constant velocity of
the synchronous molecule of 320 m/s using the optimum
focusing lengths. All other traces show experiments
in which the synchronous packet is decelerated from
320 m/s to successively lower velocities, resulting in later
arrival times at the detector. In these experiments the
deceleration strength d is given as the position on the
molecular beam axis behind the centre of the AG lens,
where the electric field is switched off. Using d = 5 mm,
the packet is decelerated to 289 m/s, corresponding to a
reduction of the kinetic energy by 18 %. The observed
intensities of the non-synchronous packets decrease faster
upon increasing d. Because the molecules in these packets
miss every third deceleration stage, their trajectories are
not stable and they are only observed due to the finite
length of the decelerator. When deceleration to lower
velocities is performed by increasing d the signal intensity
decreases due to the reduction in phase-space acceptance.
However, one could also decelerate to lower velocities
by increasing the number of AG lenses for a given value
of d. In this case, in principle, no decrease in the intensity
of the synchronous packet is expected due to the phase
stability of the deceleration process.25 For all deceleration
measurements, the relative intensities and the arrival
times of the molecular packets at the detector are nicely
reproduced by the trajectory simulations.

2. Towards the trapping of large molecules

Once large molecules in polar quantum states are decel-
erated down to slow velocities, i. e., below approximately
25 m/s for molecules like benzonitrile or 3-aminophenol,
they can be confined in ac electric traps. Such traps have
already been demonstrated for slow ammonia molecules
in hfs states,6,7,76 which were produced from Stark de-
celerated ammonia in lfs states via a microwave transi-
tion.77 Trapping lifetimes will be limited by collisions
with background gas, by blackbody radiation,78 and by
non-adiabatic following of Stark curves. Even though the
collisional cross sections for losses due to background gas
will be different for large molecules compared to the ones
for small molecules, the effects should be small. Nonadi-
abatic dynamics on the Stark potential energy curves do
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not occur for the lowest quantum state. For higher states
it can be avoided, at least for low-lying rotational states,
by providing finite minimum electric field strength on
the order of 10 kV/cm. This also efficiently prohibits Ma-
jorana transitions. Since ac traps must provide a saddle
point in the trap centre this requirement is practically
automatically fulfilled.

The blackbody-radiation lifetimes of individual states
can be calculated from the radiation density and the
possible transitions. For the rovibronic ground state
(JKaKc = 000) two types of transitions have to be taken into
account: rotational excitation into the rotational excited
states that can be reached by an allowed transition and
vibrational excitations. We have performed the calcu-
lation for the lifetime of benzonitrile in its rovibronic
ground state as an example of a prototypical large polar
molecule. At 300 K the rotational transition rate for the
101 ← 000 rotational a-type transition at 2.76 GHz12 is
10−5 Hz. In order to estimate the vibrational transition
rate, we have performed a geometry optimisation and
normal coordinate analysis at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory using Gaussian 2003,79 which yields tran-
sition strengths for all 33 fundamental transitions. This
results in an overall rate for loss of ground state molecules
due to blackbody radiation at room temperature (300 K)
of less than 1/4 Hz. The resulting trapping lifetime of
4 s is larger than currently achieved trapping times of
small molecules in ac traps6,7,76,80 and does not pose a
major restriction on the trapping of such large molecules.
However, the major loss rate is due to low-frequency
vibrations with transition frequencies between 400 and
800 cm−1. Therefore, the lifetime would increase to sev-
eral hundred seconds when the trapping environment is
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K). Moreover,
one has to consider that many of the final states are also
confined in the ac trap and, eventually, population will
also be transferred back to the ground state. This shows
that large molecules can be confined in traps once they
are decelerated to slow enough velocities and that, while
thermalization due to blackbody radiation has to be con-
sidered at room temperature, it will not prohibit trapping
of large molecules and it is negligible at liquid nitrogen
temperatures.

3. Conformer selection with the alternating-gradient decelerator

Generally, the quantum-state selectivity of the AG de-
celerator provides for the possibility to prepare clean
samples of individual conformers of large molecules.
Similar to the AG focuser, any polar conformer can be
addressed. Additionally, even without the deceleration
to very slow velocities the reduced velocity and the cor-
respondingly longer flight-times to the detector allow
for a practically complete temporal separation of the
accepted molecules from the remaining beam. Therefore,
the AG decelerator provides, in principle, the best se-
lectivity of different conformers present in an molecular

beam. Decelerating a single conformer to slow veloc-
ities and successively trapping it in ac traps provides
additional selectivity and allows for the separation of
quantum states and conformers with quite similar m/µ
ratios. However, this strong selectivity comes at the price
of a more complicated experimental setup.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared and demonstrated different ex-
perimental approaches for the quantum-state selective
manipulation of the motion of polar molecules. All
methods are generally applicable for molecules in low-
and high-field seeking states. However, the methods
presented here are well adapted to the manipulation of
large molecules, where all quantum states are high-field
seeking.

Generally, all the different techniques described allow
the spatial separation of different isomers of neutral
species. While we have demonstrated this already for
3-aminophenol using the m/µ selector, it is clear that the
quantum state selectivity of the deflector and the AG
decelerator can be exploited in very much the same way.
Moreover, both these alternative techniques can provide
background free samples of large molecules. Generally,
each approach has its advantages and disadvantages,
which shall be summarised here.

Using the deflector one disperses quantum states of
particles of identical mass according to their effective
dipole moments µeff, with the most polar states deflected
the most. Therefore, using focused lasers or narrow
slits for spatial discrimination of the sample, one can
perform experiments using samples of these most polar
quantum states. Contrary to the AG selector, these are
pure samples without any background from unpolar
states or conformers, or seed gas, as is shown by the
simulations for cis and trans 3-aminophenol in figure 4.
In principle this background in experiments with the AG
focuser can be removed by bending or tilting the device
with respect to the molecular beam axis or by placing
a beam-stop on the molecular beam axis in order to
remove particles unaffected by the electric fields, but these
changes will also considerably reduce the transmission of
the selected particles. The AG focuser, however, has the
advantage that it allows the selection of any conformer
whose dipole moment differs (enough) from the other
conformers.

Background reduction can, of course, also be performed
in time. If one uses the alternating gradient decelera-
tor to slow the accepted molecular packet – containing
only a single conformer – down to reach the detector
only after the original pulse has passed, one can also
perform practically background free experiments with
the accepted packets. Of course, the ultimate experiment
in that respect would be the deceleration and subsequent
trapping of a single conformer.

For future proof-of-principle experiments on single
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conformers the deflector is surely the most promising
setup. It is the simplest of the presented techniques,
and it provides a background-free sample of the most
polar quantum states of the most polar isomer, the states
that can also be manipulated the strongest in successive
laser or dc electric field experiments, like mixed field
orientation.14 However, if one wants to employ the sepa-
ration in routine experiments where specific or multiple
isomers must be addressed individually, generally dy-
namic focusing is obligatory in order to obtain enriched
samples of any but the most polar conformer. Whether
the experiments requires really pure samples or not deter-
mines whether the simpler focuser or the very complex
decelerator shall be used.

Whereas the discussions of m/µ selection in this
manuscript were restricted to the separation of isomers
of molecules (fixed m), the selection can of course also be
used to separate species from any other mixture based
on the m/µ-ratio, i. e., to separate polar clusters from the
typically very broad size distributions.

Generally, the clean, well-defined samples provided
by these experiments could aid or even just allow novel
experiments with complex molecules, for instance, femto-
second pump-probe measurements, x-ray or electron
diffraction in the gas-phase, or tomographic reconstruc-
tions of molecular orbitals. Such samples could also be
very advantageous for metrology applications, such as,
for example, matter-wave interferometry or the search

for electroweak interactions in chiral molecules.

APPENDIX A: STARK ENERGIES OF ASYMMETRIC
ROTORS

In this section we want to summarise the details of the
calculations of adiabatic energy curves for asymmetric top
molecules. The Hamiltonian matrix is set up in the basis
of symmetric top wavefunctions. For the asymmetric
rotor in an electric field only M is a good quantum number,
as K is mixed by the molecular asymmetry and J is mixed
by the field. Therefore, one can treat the different M
levels individually, but needs to set up the M matrices
including all J and K levels. For the accurate description
of higher rotational states it is also important to include
centrifugal distortion constants. The Hamiltonian H of
an asymmetric rotor molecule with dipole moment ~µ in
an electric field of strength E might be written as the sum
of the Hamiltonian Hrot of an asymmetric rotor in free
space and the contribution due to the Stark effect HStark
as

H = Hrot + HStark

Following references 81 and 82, the corresponding ma-
trix elements, using symmetric rotor basis functions,
representation Ir, and Watson’s A-reduction,81 are:

〈JKM | Hrot | JKM〉 =
B + C

2

(
J(J + 1) − K2

)
+ AK2

− ∆J J2(J + 1)2
− ∆JK J(J + 1)K2

− ∆KK4

〈JK ± 2M | Hrot | JKM〉 =
(B − C

4
− δJ J(J + 1) −

δK

2

(
(K ± 2)2 + K2

))
·

√
J(J + 1) − K(K ± 1)

√
J(J + 1) − (K ± 1)(K ± 2)〈

JKM | µa | JKM
〉

= −
MK

J(J + 1)
µaE〈

J + 1KM | µa | JKM
〉

=
〈
JKM | µa | J + 1KM

〉
= −

√
(J + 1)2 − K2

√
(J + 1)2 −M2

(J + 1)
√

(2J + 1)(2J + 3)
µaE

〈
JK ± 1M | µb | JKM

〉
= −

M
√

(J ∓ K)(J ± K + 1)
2J(J + 1)

µbE〈
J + 1K ± 1M | µb | JKM

〉
=

〈
JK ± 1M | µb | J + 1KM

〉
= ±

√
(J ± K + 1)(J ± K + 2)

√
(J + 1)2 −M2

2(J + 1)
√

(2J + 1)(2J + 3)
µbE

〈
JK ± 1M | µc | JKM

〉
= ±i

M
√

(J ∓ K)(J ± K + 1)
2J(J + 1)

µcE〈
J + 1K ± 1M | µc | JKM

〉
=

〈
JK ± 1M | µc | J + 1KM

〉
= −i

√
(J ± K + 1)(J ± K + 2)

√
(J + 1)2 −M2

2(J + 1)
√

(2J + 1)(2J + 3)
µcE
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For the correct assignment of the states to the “adiabatic
quantum number labels” J̃K̃aK̃cM̃, i. e., to the adiabat-
ically corresponding field-free rotor states, one has to
classify the states according to their character in the elec-
tric field symmetry group.83,84 This symmetry classification
is performed by applying a Wang transformation85 to the
Hamiltonian matrix. If the molecule’s dipole moment is
along one of the principal axes of inertia, the matrix will
be block diagonalised by this transformation according
to the remaining symmetry in the field and the blocks are
treated independently. For arbitrary orientation of the
dipole moment in the inertial frame of the molecule the
full matrix must be diagonalised. In any case, this process

ensures that all states (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) ob-
tained from a single matrix diagonalisation do have the
same symmetry, and, therefore, no real crossings between
these states can occur. Therefore, by sorting the resulting
levels by energy and assigning quantum number labels
in the same order as for the field-free states of the same
symmetry yields the correct adiabatic labels.

These calculations are performed for a number of
electric field strengths – typically in steps of 1 kV/cm
from 0 kV/cm to 250 kV/cm – and the resulting energies
are stored for later use in simulations using the libcoldmol
program package.86
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